GPS SETTINGS

SEARCH

When you first run the
programm you need
perform the setup of
equipment. go to the
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QUICK*
USER GUIDE

Attention! If the address search returned no
results - use the places search

Attention!
The quality and accuracy of navigation depends on the
quality of maps.

MAPS INSTALLING

After the route - follow the voice of the program for the goal.

Places search
Attention!
In the first time to determine location can be too long.

When you first load the program - it has no maps.
1. Load the required maps from the site: www.megamaps.org
2. Unpack and copy the map to a folder
7ways \ maps
3. In the program, select the map in "menu / options / map".
4. Use the address, or visual search to positioning the map on the
screen, or wait coordinates.

КThe result of the search can be a route. Click
route in the top right corner of the screen.
For more control over routing - press
set routes button

Address search

and click
"Autoconfiguration." The
program will search for
the connection. The
window displays the
status of satellites and
signal levels.

NAVIGATION SYSTEM

ROUTS

Consistently enter data
into the address fields
and press the "OK" button
in the upper right corner.
The program will go to the
map and show the
desired object in the
center of the screen,
found objects highlighted
with another color.

MENU / OPTIONS /
SATELLITES

“SEVEN WAYS”

Search is one of the most important features of the program. It is
designed to search for items on the address, the name, the
coordinates. You can also search for your places in the "my
place". "What`s near" allows to search for objects that are around
you.

This is due to the fact that the receiver updates the almanac (list of
orbits of satellites for the next 7 days).
For fast positioning - preferably be in the one place (not moving) in the
open.
Also, the weather and clean sky influence to rate of receipt of the
almanac .
Later, with the regular use navigation, the almanac will be updated
constantly and waiting time will be minimal.

Enter the name of desired
object or select it from the
the list and click "OK".
You can also choose object
in the group by clicking the
button corresponding the
group.
Use the "nearest destinations" to see all the objects around your
location. If you know the coordinates of object you can search by
coordinates. All the objects you search for are saved in the history.

* Download detailed instructions from www.navikey.ru

QUICK MENU

FAST ROUT MENU

If you click on the speed indicator - will open a quick menu of program
management.
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INSTALLATION AND EDITING
OF YOUR OWN DESTINATION

Click the maneuver sensor in the upper left corner - to open route
control menu and target points.
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TRACK
AND PROGRAM SETTING LOCATION

To mark your own destination - click "mark" in
fast menu. The point is saved with the name "My place 1"
The next click will save the destination with the following sequence
number.

The program
"Seven Roads"
free and open
for change by the user.
Program settings
can be changed with
the setting files that
are stored in the
\ settings folder.
If there is a mistake in
the program please
send the folder
/settings to the e-mail
of the support service.
support@navikey.ru

To edit the attributes of your destinations - enter
MENU / SEARCH / MY PLACE. Pass the line to the left or
the right. The route editing point will appear.

Quick menu allows you to switch settings. And also move to other
menu items and mark your own points.

The menu route guidance allows you to use
route guidance demonstration mode, quickly delete the current
destination and view the rout details.

WHAT TO DO WITH A MAP ERROR

Maps for the "Seven Roads «are provided by nonprofit mapping project
www.megamaps.org
The original maps are provided on the website
http://www.openstreetmap.org/
If you have found any inaccuracy on the map - please send you opinion
to http://www.openstreetmap.org/
Or send a comment on the maps website www.megamaps.org
Attach a track, a description of the error and how it can
reproduce, screenshots or pictures with explanatory
inscriptions to the letter.
You can also edit the map yourself online
http://www.openstreetmap.org/
Your corrections will get into the next maps release. The update of the
maps occur about once a month.

